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Dedication

For Trenton Edward Ignash

While there are 26 letters 

in the alphabet, for a special 

little boy turning TWO this 

month, there area five very 

important letters that are 

used to spell his name!

is for

TRENTON
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There is a special little 

boy whose name begins 

with a T. He was born 

on a special day when a 

gleaming light came into 

the lives of a growing 

little family!

Trenton Edward Ignash greets the world! 

12/11/15
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T is for Trenton 
whose two wings could 

transport the tenacious 
trunk of the tree with its 

translucent leaves from 

his tremendous tropical 
toe-hold.
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R is for a radical rosy coral 

that rises in an rebellious 
rainbow above the 

rippling undersea range.
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E is for the East winds that 

energize us with their 

ethereal effervescence 

that finds itself entangled 

into the environment 

of warm exchanges with 

extended effect.
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N is for the Northern 

neighborly swampland 

with its notoriously 
nasty nettles loved by 

nutty birds and friendly 

frogs who nosh on 

nitwitted mozzies before 

they nip on your nose!
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T is for tracing the timid 

flight path of the tranquil 
monarch butterfly tries to 
tiptoe upon the teeny 

weeny tree when she 

returns from her travels to 
attend Trenton’s two-

year birthday party! 
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O is for the obscure 
oval outlet that opens 

through the coral wall where 

an oggling green turtle 

opulently swims under the 

ocean which overflows 

with his many other friends.
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N is for the nighttime 

undersea neh neh dances 

of the naughty megaptera 

novaeangliae, known as 

humpback whales, seeking  

niminy-piminy narwhals 

and nirvanic nudibranchs 

for friends.
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Know your ABCs!

Just in case, here is the 

entire alphabet for Trenton 

to practice and learn!
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made with love, especially for

on your the occasion of your 

Second Birthday

December 2017

and !
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Trenton helps Nana and 

Papa make stuff!

colophon

This book was made especially 

for Mr. Trenton Edward Ignash 

in honor of his second birthday, 

12/11/17. 

All large illustrations were hand 

drawn by Mara “Nana” Fulmer, 

and the alphabet letters were 

“digitally” hand drawn by Nana.

The two photos used at the start 

and end of this book were taken 

by Sarah “Trent’s Mom” Fulmer-

Ignash.

The book was hand-crafted by 

Nana with lots of love and hope 

for the future!
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